TABLE 5.3 Hazards of Archaeology
HAZARDS

EXAMPLES

Exposure to disease

Exposure to disease-carrying insects, contaminated
buried remains, rusty nails, and infected needles

Exposure to toxic wastes of
various kinds

Ranging from nuclear waste to the legacies of many
sorts of industrial sites

Wildlife encounters

Spiders, snakes, ticks, insects of many kinds, bears,
and cougars

Working in difficult terrain
and deep units

Falling down cliffs, collapsing walls of excavation
units

Field living in general

Extreme weather, unsanitary water, contaminated
food, poisonous plants
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In the introduction to Dangerous Places: Health, Safety, and Archaeology, David
Poirier and Kenneth Feder (2001, vii–viii) give the following description of just some
of the hazards involved in contemporary archaeological fieldwork:
Bacterial and viral infections rest quietly hidden in the soil, are concealed
in the animals that roam through our sites, reside in the insects that desire
our blood, or even lie in wait in the organic remains we discover. Parasites
that once resided unharmoniously within the intestinal tracts of past populations may now be lying in wait, ready to blossom once again.... The mortal
remains of individuals who died of historical scourges that once afflicted
humanity may still host the pathogens that killed them.... Historically disposed of outside the factory and mill door, toxic chemical wastes and manufacturing by-products may continue to permeate.... Infectious diseases,
radioactive and chemical contaminants, and volatile explosives are replacing
the traditional and somewhat pedestrian archaeological health concerns of
poison ivy, sunburn, and mosquito bites.

Despite the fact that shoring the walls of deep excavation units is becoming standard
practice in North America and is often required by legislation or government policy,
inadequate shoring is another potential problem for fieldworkers. Many archaeologists
in even shallow units have experienced collapsing walls, and some have been buried
up to their waist or higher in moderately deep units. In 2005, a European a rchaeologist
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